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February’s Special
Meeting
For our Wednesday, 18 February,
Special Installation Luncheon
Meeting at Hale Ikena, Aloha
Chapter invited members of the
Hawaii State Chapter. Consequently, we had 48 attendees for
this buffet luncheon.
BG John Ma, USA, Ret., Aloha
Chapter President, called the meeting to order, conducted the pledge
of allegiance and then called up
our guest speaker, MG Gary Hara,
HARNG, to swear in the new officers to Aloha Chapter’s Board of
Directors and the new Trustees to
the Scholarship Fund. The members installed to the Board were
MAJ Lawrence Enomoto, USAF,
Ret.; LTCOL John Kim, USAF,
Ret.; and BG John Ma, USA, Ret.

Major General Gary M. Hara
See Special Meeting Page 8

Chartered January 27, 2000

March 2015

VIP Boat Tour of Pearl Harbor
As mentioned in an Aloha Chapter e-blast on 13 February,
a Special Pearl Harbor Boat Tour has been arranged for us
for Friday, 6 March, by COL Wesley Fong, USA, Retired.
We will meet 1430 and no later than 1500 for a special private showing of a documentary film. Our group will muster
in front of the USS ARIZONA MEMORIAL Movie Theater by 1500. The 23-minute movie on the attack on Pearl
Harbor will start at 1530. We will board the boat at 1600.
and return at approximately 1730.
This is not the typical tourist boat tour. This special tour is fully
narrated and includes a visit to the boathouse museum followed
by a tour around Ford Island and a stop at the Arizona Memorial.
All MOAA members and their friends and family members
are invited.
Authorized personnel may sponsor up to four guests and
must accompany his/her party.
Spouses of deceased military personnel may sponsor their guests.
Attire is civilian, no slippers, tank tops, etc.; it should be appropriate to pay respect to our fallen Shipmates.
Please observe the following for safety reasons:
 Children under eight years of age are not allowed to
embark.
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Aloha Chapter, MOAA,
President’s Message
By John Ma
One thing that all of us in
the military understand is that
in today’s world, change is the
norm. After 15 years of two
separate chapters in Hawaii,
the Aloha Chapter agreed to accept the merger
of the Hawaii Chapter into our chapter. This
will allow for a more vibrant membership, reduce duplication of effort, consolidate and
maximize the efforts of our leadership teams
and committee chairs. Lots of hard work by
Mark Webster and George Sullivan and their
respective teams in laying down the ground
work. More work to be done to complete the
merger by May 2015. As we move toward this
goal, we will continue to tap into the expertise
and wisdom of the Hawaii Chapter leadership
to ensure a seamless transition.
As always, we solicit your comments and participation in our activities. Our golf outing is
off to a good start with larger than usual participation, but there is still room for more players.
Steve Tom, Chapter VP and Programs chair, is
developing an exciting list of activities for this
year. We are also looking at holding a chapter
meeting on a Saturday this summer to provide
opportunity for members who normally are not
able to attend during the week day.
Our annual chicken fundraiser will be held on
Sunday, 26 April. Thanks to Herb Nakagawa
for again leading this effort. Your chicken tickets should be in the mail shortly; please support
this effort with your donation and participation.
Finally, a bit of sad news with the passing of
life-time chapter member Eddie Lee. Our
deepest condolences to his family.

Notice

This newsletter, my 111th issue of Nā Leo O Nā Koa, is
promulgated electronically monthly as an official publication of Aloha Chapter, Military Officers’ Association
of America, P.O. Box 201441, Honolulu, Hawaii, 96820.
Views expressed herein are not necessarily chapter policy.
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Hawaii State Chapter,
MOAA, President’s
Message
By Mark Torreano
Aloha Kakou,
The merger of the Aloha and Hawaii State Chapters has now been
approved and the Hawaii Aloha Chapter will
be “born" on May 1! A major “mahalo!" to
everyone who worked hard and voted to make
it happen. I am confident we will have a rejuvenated effort here in Hawaii Nei to achieve
the MOAA goals of camaraderie and advocacy.
With the merger, the name "Hawaii State
Chapter" will be retired, as will the name
"Aloha Chapter."
Since its inception in 1959 with 36 charter
members, the Hawaii State Chapter has been
an important voice for Hawaii’s active duty,
Guard and Reserve and veterans, and their
spouses, advocating for programs, pay and
benefits to support our national defense.

As our proud chapter name is retired, I believe the chapter's heritage and accomplishments should be captured and recorded so I
ask each of you to spend some time in the next
month writing up your recollections of the important events, key leaders and humorous vignettes that made the chapter what it is today. Please send those to me by email
(mmtorreano@gmail.com) or by mail to: PO
Box 31282, Honolulu HI 96820. We will post
the material to our website for your enjoyment.
Finally, let me know if you think we should
have a ceremony or maybe just a gathering in
April to mark the retirement of our chapter
name and flag and raise a toast and talk story.
If so, what are your suggestions on format,
venue, program, invited attendees, etc?
Cheers,
Mark
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
wesleyf.fong@hawaiiantel.net

15 Mar 2015 1300, Bridge Party, Fahrni Realty Class(Sunday)
27 Mar 2015 0900, Golf Outing, Barber’s Point Golf Course,
(Friday)
2249 Essex Rd, Kapolei, HI 96707
26 April ‘15 Annual Chicken Sale Fundraiser and Volunteers
(Sunday) Serving Lunch of Donated Chickens at HIS

19 June 2015 1000, MG Herbert E. Wolff Golf Tournament
(Friday)
Leilehua Golf Course. Includes Meals and
Complimentary Gifts for Volunteers
19 Dec 2015 1700, Annual Christmas Dinner Party, Sunset
(Saturday) Lanai, Camp H. M. Smith, Aiea Heights

In Memoriam
LTC Edward Elia “Eke”
Lee Sr., USA, Ret., 81, of
Kaneohe, an Aloha Chapter
Life Member since October,
2006, and a retired Bechtel
procurement manager, died
Eddie Lee, left, enter- in Kailua on 3 February. He
taining us at the 2013 was born in Honolulu. He
is survived by wife Annie,
Christmas party now an Auxiliary Life member; sons Palama and Eddie Jr.; daughter Olani;
brothers Mona, Tubby and Ilima Kalama; sister
Naomi Kalama. Visitation: 0900, 6 March, Mililani Downtown Mortuary. Services: 1030. Committal services: 1400 at Hawaii State Veterans’ Cemetery, Kaneohe. Aloha attire.
LTC Myrl K. Noggle, USA, Ret., of Kaneohe, a Hawaii State Chapter member, also
passed away on 3 February. Our condolences to his surviving spouse, Kumiko.
The Trivia Question
What is the name of the only country with a
national flag that is not rectangular in shape?
See answer on Page 9
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Auxiliary Corner
By Jayne Henley-Davis
Dear Na Wahine Koa,
Later this year MOAA will launch
a new edition of the publication
The Survivor's Guide. This new edition was formatted by six surviving spouses who
comprise the Auxiliary Member Advisory Committee (AMAC). During the past year, the AMAC
brainstormed on helping others when they experience a loss. The Committee decided that a guide
with a list of needed actions, phone numbers, a
place to record dates, points of contact, and pending actions would fill the gap they had experienced.
The Survivor's Guide is similar to a worksheet. It includes a place to record burial or cremation arrangements, such as the name of a funeral home and a
cemetery. There is a place to list names and phone
numbers of attorneys, certified public accountants,
insurance agencies, and other service providers. The
guide includes phone numbers for agencies such as
the Defense Finance and Accounting Service, the
Social Security Administration, the Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System and others.
As AMAC members developed the Guide, they
realized it would be helpful if both spouses
worked together to fill in the guide before it would
even be needed. One AMAC member said the
most helpful advice she received from other widows was to keep a notebook to record phone calls.
She learned that some agencies do not respond as
promised and that a written record was valuable.
AMAC members emphasize the importance of
telling family members or a friend about The Survivor's Guide, where it's located, and what it contains.
AMAC members stressed that The Guide is not intended to replace other methods of record keeping.
However, the Guide is different because it includes
information on both military and civilian agencies.
AMAC members suggest that following the
Guide might prompt spouses and retirees to review
their personal files. To do this, spouses should obtain the MOAA Personal Affairs Action Guide.
For information about MOAA publications,
go to www.moaa.org/infoexchange or
call MOAA at (800)234-6622.
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Chaplain’s Corner
By Rev. Robert E.

Walden, Chaplain
Ah, the year moves on. We
are now already past Mardi
Gras, Ash Wednesday and the
start of Lent. The first day of Spring is fast
approaching and Easter after that. I am always
amazed at the things which many people attempt to give up for Lent. Some are able to do
it but many are not. A couple of suggestions
concerning how to successfully get through
Lent. First, what the Lord desires the most is
that we give up something which will bring us
closer to a deeper relationship with Him. And,
of course, that is our time. To give up some
time which we spend on other things to instead
spend it with Him in some way. Such things as
a specified time for prayer or more time for it
as well as time spent in meditations are always
good. There are many little booklets published
every year which give a specific meditation for
each day of Lent. These are all good in that
they turn us more towards Him and His desires. He loves us and cares for us, just as we
are but He also wants each of us to become
better by loving Him and those around us even
more. If we want to know the Lord more then
we need to spend more time with Him, and remember to listen to what He is telling us. That
takes practice because what we hear at first may
not be what the Lord intends for us to hear.
Just as with our friends, the more time we
spend with them, the better we get to know
them. Lent is one of those times when we are
presented with the opportunity to get to know
the Lord better, and in the process, to get to
know ourselves better.
Now for the second suggestion, if you do
give up something for Lent, remember that
See Chaplain’s Corner on Page 5
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Aloha Chapter Party Bridge
Although it was previously announced that
the chapter’s party bridge program’s sessions
will begin to be played at the Colonnades, that
decision was rescinded after further discussions
with several regular players. It was concluded
that continuing to play at Fahrni Realty Classroom was preferable. Therefore, on Sunday, 15
February, 10 regular players and 2 substitutes
gathered at Fahrni’s at 1 pm for fun and fellowship playing party bridge. Hosting this session
were Coralie Vellis and Leney Vine.
After 5 rounds of play, the top scorer was Judy
Lutsy with 6,600 points, followed by Dan Matthews with 5,840 points, Harriet Weissman
with 4,860 points, Sam Heard with 4,820, and
Les Ihara with 4,030 points. Other lesser scorers were, in descending order: Mitzi Austin,
Leney Vine, Coralie Vellis, Jean Wilkinson, substitute Jean Chase, Shirley Ihara, and substitute
Herbert Yuen. Bidding and making the only
slam were partners Dan Matthews and Judy Lutsy.

Seated, left to right, Hostesses Coralie Vellis &
Leney Vine, and Champions Judy Lutsy, & Harriet Weissman and, standing, Les Ihara, Dan
Matthews, Herbert Yuen, & Sam Heard
The next session will be held on Sunday, 15
March, played at the Fahrni Realty and hosted by
Jean Wilkinson. Those who have not signed up
but would like to play on that date need to contact Jean at 225-2141 or Shirley Ihara at 2397947 or by email to: lsi@hawaii.rr.com not
later than Wednesday, 11 March.
Shirley
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Chaplain’s Corner concluded from Page 4
Sundays are feast days and are never fast
days. Sundays are not included in the forty
days of Lent because of that. If you count
up the days between Ash Wednesday and
Easter, you will get forty-six days because
the Sundays are not included. So if you find
that you are having trouble getting along
without whatever you gave up for Lent, remember that you can have it on Sundays and
not break your promise to give it up for
Lent.
Spring is now very near and for us here in
Hawaii, that is not a big change in the seasons,
but it is a change. It also means that the rainy
season is nearly over and the warm days of
summer are approaching. The seasons keep
right on moving along and our lives along with
them. The older I get, the faster the seasons
seem to move through. Seems like only yesterday, I was a young man just starting out and
had my whole life ahead of me. Now most of
my life is behind me and as I look back at it, I
see so many things which I considered important have now taken a very minor role in
the events of my life. Lent is the time when I
reflect on all of that and on how my relationship with the Lord has affected my life. I like
to think that it has been good, but only time
will tell. I firmly believe that my reflections
during Lent have improved my relationship to
God and with all of the others in my life. I
pray that your reflections during Lent will be a
comfort to you also.
Add these Websites to your “Favorites”

http://www.moaa.org
http://www.moaa-hawaii.org
(Aloha Chapter Website Disabled)
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TUG
By COL Lou Torraca,

USAF, Retired
CES Take 2: As u will recall, last time I
shared a couple c/net comments on their
sense of what the tech of 2015 will look
like, and a few shining examples of what's
to come. Following you will find excerpts
of all their opinions which I think you will
find as interesting as I did.
*The cable TV model is about to get disrupted in a big way. Years from now, the one announcement from this CES that's likely to be
remembered is Sling TV. Dish's over-the-top
video service will give subscribers -- anyone
with a broadband connection in the US -- a decent lineup of channels (including ESPN,
CNN, Food Network and more) for a starting
price of just $20 per month with no contract
on a wide variety of devices, including Roku,
Fire TV, Xbox One and iOS and Android devices. And hot on its heels will be Sony's similar PlayStation Vue
*Virtual reality is a reality. Virtual reality, or
VR as it's known, has been lurking at the fringes of the tech world for the better part of
three decades, but it's often felt more like a
gimmick or a sci-fi trope (thank you,
"Lawnmower Man"). But no more. VR innovator Oculus Rift was showing the latest version
of its hardware. (Clearly, that $2 billion-plus
check from Facebook is being put to good
use.)
*Drones and 3D printers are continuing to
evolve rapidly. Whether the laws are ready for
them or not, quadcopter drones seemed to be
everywhere at CES. The same goes for 3D
printers, which are moving beyond plastic filaments with such materials as metal, wood and
stone -- not to mention chocolate. Notably,
both technologies -- drones and 3D printers --
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played a big part in Intel CEO Brian Krzanich's CES keynote address.
*The Internet of Things connected home is
amping up, and even regular appliances are getting innovative makeovers. As the evolution of
the smart home continues, it's becoming a
standards battleground with Apple's HomeKit
-- which saw its first big compatible products
unveiled -- Google's Nest and Samsung's
SmartThings all on the front lines. Make no
mistake, though: everything in your home (and
maybe even on your body) is getting a chip or a
sensor in the near future, even if the industry
hasn't quite figured out how to tie it all together yet.
*Self-driving cars hit high gear. Audi set the
tone for automakers at CES by sending a car -with no driver -- from the San Francisco Bay
Area to Las Vegas. Not to be one-upped, German rival Mercedes-Benz pulled the curtain up
on its own autonomous prototype, a 15-footlong, space-age-looking "living room on
wheels." And while commercial versions of
those models might still be years away, BMW's
and Volkswagen's self-parking vehicles brought
the same automated navigation technology to
the show in a more practical way, with vehicles
that can hunt down their own parking spots in
a large garage. Toyota had futurist Dr. Michio
Kaku provide the rationale for its bold (albeit
previously announced) hydrogen-powered Mirai.
*Wearables are getting stealthier and healthier.
As expected, we saw more than our fair share
of new (or semi-new) smart watches -- many
of which were notable in that they focused
more on fashion and style while keeping the
tech in the background. Health trackers, meanwhile, seemed to be everywhere -- and they
were only the tip of the iceberg for health and
medical tech. Just as the Internet of Things
and ubiquitous sensor movement are reshaping
See TUG Page 7
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TUG Concluded from Page 6
the concept of the smart
home, we're finally beginning to see health-focused
tech products go beyond
wrist-based step counters, with everything
from smart toothbrushes to -- possibly -chronic pain relief.
*Startups and smaller innovators are beginning to steal the spotlight at CES. A lot of
the cutting-edge innovation at the show was
found on an entire second venue, less than 2
miles away from the Las Vegas Convention
Center. The so-called Tech West area (at the
Sands Expo Center) provided a space for
startups, including many crowd sourced projects funded by Kickstarter and Indiegogo,
and smaller companies to show some of the
most interesting products at the show, including many of the aforementioned 3D printers,
connected home products, wearables and
health tech gear. It's also where we found a
lot of fun tech designed for our four-legged
friends.
*TV hardware still dominates the main floor
of CES. This show is still all about the screens
-- the bigger and brighter, the better. The show
floor was awash with new OLED TVs from
LG, and LCD TVs are getting a shot in the
arm from "Quantum Dot" and high dynamic
range (HDR) tech across several vendors. 4K
TV is officially going mainstream, with the
higher resolution now de rigeur on all but entry-level models. While nearly all of the tech
was a holdover from years past (OLED, quantum dots, ultra widescreen, bendable or curved
screens, HDR and even 8K TVs have been on
display at earlier CES shows), the fact that
manufacturers are also focusing on picture
quality and contrast ratios warmed our plasmamissing hearts.
*PCs are getting their mojo back, while tablets
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languish. Laptops and hybrids like the Dell
XPS 13 Lenovo La Vie Z and Asus Transformer Chi are making PCs -- Windows PCs! -cool again. Intel's new Broadwell chip series,
after a long delay, will finally begin appearing in
PCs in 2015. And these new PCs are thinner
and lighter than ever before, thanks (in cases
like the Lenovo) to the incorporation of innovative new materials like magnesium lithium
alloys. We even saw a PC on a stick" -- Intel's
Compute Stick is a full-fledged Windows PC
about the size of a Chromecast.
*Wireless and high-resolution digital is reshaping audio. Bluetooth and Wi-Fi have been
cutting cords in the audio realm for years, but
CES 2015 offerings felt wire-free like never before. Whether it was an endless assortment of
Bluetooth speakers, Bluetooth headphones, or
the continuing onslaught of multi-room audio
"Sonos killers" from nearly every imaginable
manufacturer, wireless is clearly the key selling
point for audio right now.
*Phones and cameras (mostly) sat out the
show. With a handful of exceptions (LG's G
Flex 2 and its dual-rounded screen concept
phone), phones continue to recede from the
spotlight at CES. The same goes for cameras.
But neither category is dead. Manufacturers
are instead biding their time for trade shows
in upcoming weeks that are more targeted to
each. Look for a bevy of new camera news
from Japan's CP+ (the Camera and Photo
Imaging Show) in February, and plenty of
new phones, tablets and wearables at Mobile
World Congress in Barcelona in March.
CNET will have wall-to-wall coverage of
both shows.

So now you know what the future has in
store, so get ready for more fun in the days
to come, but as usual, stay safe out there
on the wild, wild, WEB.
Aloha, Lou & Pooky.
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February
Golf Report
Twenty-nine enthusiastic
MOAA members and guests
gathered for friendly competition at The Navy/Marine
Golf Course on Friday, 27
Curtis Lee
February. The weather was
very similar to what we experienced in January,
as it was beautiful when we started, but the last
groups, including 21 golfers, were caught in a
sudden downpour of rain.
Using our usual Blind Draw, the First Place
Winners were Janice Kinoshita and Curt
Lee, each with a net score of 67. In Second
Place were John Ma and Vernon Von. Gordon Cho and Ken Yamada took Third
Place. We are encouraged by the interest and
turnout. All MOAA members of both the
Aloha and Hawaii State Chapters with an interest in golf are urged to participate. The
participants say that they enjoy the fun and
fellowship. Furthermore, please consider inviting your interested friends to join us as
guests.
On Friday, 27 March, we will be playing at the
Barber’s Point Golf Course.
We encourage ardent and novice MOAA
golfers and guests to join us at the Barber’s
Point Golf Course on Friday, 27 March. This
definitely includes any members and their
guests of the Hawaii State Chapter. If you
are interested in being a part of the fellowship
of our golf gang, please send my Golf Program Co-chairman, Walter Kinoshita, an email to waltkinoshita@mac.com, and he
will include you on his monthly notification.
In conclusion, the following are David Letterman’s Top 10 Reasons why Golf is better
than Sex!: #10. A below par performance is
considered damn good; #9. You can stop in
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the middle and have a cheeseburger and a couple of beers; #8. It’s much easier to find the
sweet spot; # 7. Foursomes are encouraged;
#6. You can still make money doing it as a
senior; #5. Three times a day is possible; #4.
Your partner doesn’t hire a lawyer if you play
with someone else; #3. If you live in Hawaii,
you can do it almost every day; #2. You don’t
have to cuddle with your partner when you’re
finished and… the NUMBER ONE reason
why golf is better than sex…. When your
equipment gets old you can replace it! Aloha!
Special Meeting from Front Page
The new trustees to the Scholarship Fund are
LTCOL Herbert Nakagawa, Jr., LTCOL,
USAF, Ret., and LCDR Mark Webster, USN,
Ret.
After the buffet luncheon, MG Gary Hara
was re-introduced by John Ma. He gave a
PowerPoint presentation on the current status
of the army in Hawaii and the nation.
At the end of this portion of the meeting,
everyone except the Aloha Chapter members were excused so the Special Meeting
could commence. This Special Meeting had
been called for in an e-blast e-mail on 16
January, more than the 30-days required in
the Aloha Chapter Bylaws, Article XVII.
LCDR Mark Webster, USN, Ret., a cochairman with CAPT George Sullivan,
USN, Ret., of the Merger Committee, explained that the vote taken last 25 November
that approved the unification of the Hawaii
State Chapter with the Aloha Chapter was
void since it voted on the unification of the
two chapters, not their merger. As explained
by our parliamentarian, MAJ Larry Enomoto, USAF, Ret., in our February newsletter, a
unification of two chapters is not in accordance with Robert’s Rules of Order Newly
See Special Meeting concluded on Page 9
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Hau'oli lā hānau!
Partial List of

March Babies
Mimi Deibler
Curtis Lee
Jimmy Chang
Laverne Osora
Milton Goo
Thomas Kalus
Richard Towne
John Mihlbauer
Marilyn Tagawa
Joe Magaldi, Jr.
Joe Kuroda
Henry Furuya
Darrell Large
Harold Takenaka
Harold Okita, Jr.
Warren Ho

3/01
3/04
3/06
3/07
3/11
3/13
3/18
3/19
3/20
3/23
3/24
3/26
3/26
3/28
3/29
3/30
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Special Meeting concluded from Page 8
Revised (RRONR) and that Article XIV—Parliamentary Authority—of Aloha Chapter’s Bylaws specifies that RRONR shall
govern the Chapter in all cases to which they are applicable.
Since RRONR only specifies for the Merger, Consolidation and
Dissolution of a chapter, by which we must abide—not a unification which had been approved on 25 November—another
vote was necessary.
After this explanation and a few questions, a vote by a show of
hands was called for on the motion to have the Hawaii State Chapter, MOAA, merge into the Aloha Chapter, MOAA, effective 1 May
2015, thereafter to be known as the Hawaii Aloha Chapter, MOAA.
The motion was overwhelmingly approved 25 yes to 3 no, far
exceeding the required minimum of a quorum of at least 15
members and the two-thirds required for approval in accordance
with Aloha Chapter Bylaws, Articles VIII and XVII.
There is another Merger Meeting on Monday, 2 March, at Hale
Ikena. There are a myriad of details to be resolved, such as merging the Board of Directors and the Scholarship Funds, rewriting the
Bylaws, revising the Application for Membership Form, etc., etc.
Trivia Answer: Nepal:

Aloha Chapter
Military Officers Association
Of America
P.O. Box 201441
Honolulu HI 96820-1356

Aloha Chapter
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Awards

2002 5-Star Chapter
2003 4-Star Chapter
2004 Winner Best Website
2004 2nd Runner-Up Electronic Newsletter
2004 4-Star Chapter
2005 Winner-Cat VII "Give Me 10"
Recruitment Campaign
2005 5-Star Chapter
2006 4-Star Chapter
2007 2nd Runner-Up Print Newsletter
2007 5-Star Chapter
2008 2nd Runner-Up Print Newsletter

2015 Aloha Chapter Leadership
Directors
Effective 1 January 2015
(Term in years indicated in parenthesis)
(2) Lawrence Enomoto, USAF
685-1521
lawrence.enomoto@gmail.com
(1) Wesley Fong, USA
595-6127

wesleyf.fong@hawaiiantel.net

(2) John Kim, USAF
988-3349

jssk3155@gmail.com

(2) John Ma, USA
486-4805
(1) Mel Soong, USA
254-2374
(1) Ira Tagawa, USA
487-5448

john.ma08@yahoo.com
soongm001@hawaii.rr.com
itagawa@yahoo.com

(1) Harold Takenaka, USA
456-7822
hetake@hawaii.rr.com

Executive Committee & Committee Chairs
President:
John Ma, USA
486-4805 john.ma08@yahoo.com
Vice President:
Stephen Tom, USA
295-2570 stephentom2000@aol.com
Secretary:
Ira Tagawa, USA
487-5448 itagawa@yahoo.com
Treasurer:
John Kim, USAF
988-3349 jssk3155@gmail.com
Community Affairs:
Wesley F. Fong, USA
595-6127 wesleyf.fong@hawaiiantel.net
Legislative Liaison:
Robert G. F. Lee, HARNG
486-1488 bobleehnl@msn.com
Membership:
Lawrence Enomoto, USAF
685-1521 lawrence.enomoto@gmail.com
Personal Affairs:
Harold Okita (Windward),
262-0882; & John Jefferis (Leeward) 372-6601
Programs:
Stephen Tom, Ira Tagawa.

Melvin Soong & Helene Webster

Publications/PR:
Mark Webster, USN
734-5994 markster96816@gmail.com
ROTC/Veteran Affairs: Harold Kuwahara, USA
944-4010 harold.kuwahara@gmail.com
Bridge:
Shirley Ihara
239-7947 lsi@hawaii.rr.com
Fundraising:
Herb Nakagawa, USAF
271-1172 shibikoherb@yahoo.com

Golf:

395-9570

Scholarships:
836-6733

Walt Kinoshita, USA, and
Curtis Lee, USA
Curtis Lee, USA

leecd001@hawaii.rr.com

